Competitività, razzismo, manovre di “pace” e di guerra in Medioriente...

A minacciare i lavoratori d’Europa non sono i lavoratori cinesi o quelli arabo-islamici ma le politiche di Bruxelles e dei padroni europei, il capitale mondializzato!

Bangladesh, autunno 2013: un momento delle lotte delle operaie tessili (p. 23)
As well as sanctions, threats and bombings that preceded and prepared the “peace” that the Western powers and the UN are promoting in the Middle East serve to shackle Middle East workers of all religions and nationalities under the yoke of the imperialist exploitation!

In the summer of 2013 the Middle East seemed again to explode: announcements of “civil war” in Syria; war threats by U.S., England and France against Assad’s Syria; sending of the Russian fleet in the Mediterranean in opposition to military intervention in Syria.

Then, suddenly, three events have occurred that “calmed down” the waters:
1) The military coup by al-Sisi in Egypt;
2) The agreement among Washington, Moscow and Damascus on Syrian chemical weapons destruction under the control of the “international organizations” (the same ones who blessed the bombing and invasion of Iraq and Afghanistan); and
3) The opening of negotiations in Geneva between Iran and the West to stop Tehran’s nuclear program.

The Western governments and media have greeted these developments with enthusiasm. They argued that such events would have opened the door to a peaceful and rightful solution of the conflicts that has been plaguing the Middle East “for decades.”

This evaluation is false and mystifying.

1) The coup in Egypt has had and is having the main objective to bring the Egyptian workers into line, as the protagonists of the uprising against Mubarak and to cancel the achievements Egyptian workers have reached in 2011/13 in their capacity in organizing and fighting for the defense of their own interests.

2) The agreement on Syrian chemical weapons destruction does not put an end to the aggression that the West and its allies are conducting against the Syrian people. On the contrary, it is another ring of that chain. The “peace” planned by the Western powers and their allies in the Middle East is as fetid as the chain of wars, sanctions, provocations that have prepared it. Also the aggression against Gaddafi’s Libya in 2011 was a ring of that chain. As well as that chain, this “peace” has opened the door to a peaceful and rightful solution of the conflicts that has been plaguing the Middle East “for decades”.

3) The “turning point” of the Iranian diplomacy was prepared and preceded and prepared it, the “peace” that the Western powers and the UN are promoting in the Middle East serves to shackle Middle East workers and religious boundaries.

So the chain of aggression and its effects is as long as the period when developed capitalism, as it is growing in strength and power, needs to open a new era of exploitation for its development. That policy will have the same effect of preserving and reignite the conflict between workers in the Middle East. That is the reason why the Western governments and media have greeted these developments with enthusiasm. They argued that such events would have opened the door to a peaceful and rightful solution of the conflicts that has been plaguing the Middle East “for decades.”